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so I think it's best we both forget
by amphigoric

Summary

Two sincere confessions given in the dark.

Notes

Russian translation/Русский перевод by DarkLordEsti here

See the end of the work for more notes
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the way you held me so tight

Jiang Cheng was certain that he'd never been more drunk in his entire life. He shouldn't have
challenged Wei Wuxian to a drinking contest. That much had been clear. His brother had an
inhuman tolerance for things—alcohol, spiciness, all of it. Halfway through, Jiang Cheng had
known that he’d made a mistake, but by then it was far too late.

 

At least he didn't have to say that he lost, if only because they'd both lost count of how many
jars of Emperor's Smile surrounded them. Then Wei Wuxian had gotten pulled away by a
group of admirers, and maybe Jiang Cheng would have felt more bitterly about that had he
not been granted the reprieve of stumbling back to his own dorm alone, with no one to see
how affected he really was.

 

He walked with one hand against the wall to support himself. The silvery moon above him
shifted in and out of focus, sometimes blurring into two as he teetered along. The syrupy
perfume of honeysuckle enveloped him. Despite the effort he put into staying steady, he
tripped over his own feet and fell forward, planting face-first into the chest of an oncoming
passerby.

 

"Wanyin-xiong," came a soft voice.

 

The night air had cleared his mind just enough to recognize who he'd fallen onto.
Immediately, he relaxed.

 

"Huaisang," he slurred, arms coming up around Nie Huaisang's back, cheek nuzzling into the
crook of his neck. He thought that he’d never been so happy to see someone in his life. He
hadn’t expected the way he’d grown fond of Huaisang’s presence, the way he’d light up
when Huaisang grinned mischievously at him, how Huaisang had so seamlessly woven
himself into Jiang Cheng’s heart.

 

"How drunk are you?" Huaisang laughed, taken aback. He pulled away and held Jiang
Cheng's face up with both hands. His touch felt blissfully cool, and Jiang Cheng found
himself leaning into it.

 



"Couldn't lettim win," came Jiang Cheng's reply. Just the thought made him sulk a little.
Although, privately, he was beginning to understand why the Lan sect prohibited alcohol.
The wooden boards beneath his feet were starting to look wavy.

 

"I see," Huaisang laughed again, as if he understood everything. There was no mockery in his
voice, only mild amusement. "I'll walk back with you."

 

"M'kay." Jiang Cheng could vaguely recall having seen Huaisang earlier that night, standing
at the edge of the crowd, eyes alert and observing. He didn't remember whether Huaisang had
been drinking or not. Maybe one jar at the most. That would explain why Huaisang was able
to stand, and he wasn’t.

 

He let himself be guided along, one arm slung across Huaisang's shoulders, Huaisang's hand
around his middle. Jiang Cheng closed his eyes. Despite his slight figure, Huaisang supported
him steadily and kept him upright.

 

"We're here," Huaisang said once they reached Jiang Cheng's room. A few more steps, and
Jiang Cheng felt himself deposited on his bed. A moment later, a cup was pressed against his
lips.

 

"You'll thank me tomorrow," came Huaisang's reply to Jiang Cheng's grumbling about having
to sit up. Jiang Cheng emptied the cup twice, and Huaisang filled it up again, waiting as he
slowly sipped. He flopped onto his back while Huaisang placed the cup and the water pitcher
on his nightstand.

 

"I'm going to go back now," Huaisang told him. "Unless…” Concern pulled his brows
together. “Will you be alright?"

 

Hearing this made Jiang Cheng frown. "Stay with me," he said, reaching for Huaisang's waist
and pulling them both down onto the bed. His only thought was that he didn’t want Huaisang
to leave. He couldn’t quite put together why just yet. Lately, he wanted to be around
Huaisang more. In his current state, he saw nothing stopping himself from indulging in that.

 



"Oh," Huaisang pushed away gently, trying to free himself and get up. "Wanyin-xiong, surely
you won't remember any of this tomorrow. What will you think if you wake up with me in
your bed?"

 

"I don't care," Jiang Cheng insisted petulantly, holding tightly onto Huaisang's waist. His
voice came out muffled, face buried in the fabric of Huaisang's robes. "I want you here. I'll
remember."

 

"Mm," Huaisang hummed agreeably. "I'll wait until you fall asleep, then." He brushed Jiang
Cheng’s bangs away from his face.

 

"It's too warm to sleep.” It was only June. Summer had barely begun, and the hottest days
were still ahead of them, but the humidity of Gusu was already unbearable. Nights were
better, but the stickiness still settled like a haze, blanketing the Cloud Recesses in a tranquil
nonchalance. The strict atmosphere suddenly relaxed a little, and everything relaxed with it.
Disciples laughed more, their postures loose. Daydreaming became more frequent. Words
slipped out when they weren’t supposed to.

 

"Maybe you would cool down if you weren't hanging onto me," Huaisang replied, but he
made no motion to move away. He reached for his fan, unfolded it, and waved it in Jiang
Cheng's direction.

 

"Nn. That feels nice." Jiang Cheng burrowed even closer. The soft exhales he made against
Huaisang's skin made Huaisang shiver.

 

They fell into silence. Eventually, Huaisang put the fan down. He ghosted his fingers over
Jiang Cheng’s features so lightly as if he were afraid to really touch him, as if at any moment,
Jiang Cheng’s eyes would fly open and he’d demand to know what Huaisang was doing.
When no such thing happened, Huaisang grew bolder, brushing over Jiang Cheng’s cheeks
before sliding to trace over the line of his collarbones.

 

Jiang Cheng didn’t think he’d ever been regarded with such tenderness in his life. He sank
into it easily. Wouldn’t it be nice if every night could be like this? The thought nestled in his
ear. He was almost asleep when Huaisang spoke again.

 



"You know, Wanyin-xiong..." Huaisang began hesitantly. "Since you'll forget by tomorrow,
this is the only time I can tell you... I’m not brave enough, otherwise...”

 

He paused, taking a moment to consider what to say before continuing. "I think you're really
amazing, Jiang Wanyin... Since the time we've met, I've always admired you… I think...”
Another pause. “No, I’m sure,” he amended. “I’m sure that I've fallen for you."

 

Jiang Cheng cracked open an eye. One by one, the words made their way to him. "What
about Wei Wuxian?" He asked, suddenly feeling very defenseless. "You hang around him a
lot." Between him and his brother, it seemed too good to be true that Huaisang wouldn’t be
even more dazzled by the latter.

 

"No,” Huaisang said simply. “For me, it's always been you." He smiled, but Jiang Cheng
couldn't read his expression. He felt his heart constrict. Huaisang was saying the words he’d
thought he’d never hear, never dared to hope for. To have someone pick him.

 

"Me too, though," he whispered. "It could only ever be you." Perhaps it was pathetic of him
to latch onto the first person who showed him that kind of attention. He briefly wondered if
he was just responding to being cared for, but the burning in his chest he felt when Huaisang
was near couldn’t be feigned.

 

"Don't say that," Huaisang scolded him gently. "You'll end up with someone much more
remarkable than I am."

 

"But I only want you!" Jiang Cheng protested.

 

Huaisang let out a breathless sort of sound. "Wanyin-xiong, you..."

 

Nie Huaisang, with his clever mouth and long eyelashes, who could get Jiang Cheng to laugh
at the most unexpected of times, who made hanging around Wei Wuxian somehow more
bearable…

 



Jiang Cheng had fallen for him, too. He realized that now, with shocking clarity.

 

“You’re drunk,” Huaisang whispered. “You don’t know what you’re saying.”

 

“I mean every word.” Jiang Cheng seemed almost lucid as he spoke. "Huaisang, I'll
remember tomorrow. I'll remember, and then you'll see... then we can... we can…" His tongue
felt heavy in his mouth. He couldn’t finish his sentence.

 

“Wouldn’t that be nice?” Huaisang smiled sadly, allowing himself to indulge the idea for just
a second. He could never resist dreaming about the impossible. He always had a propensity, it
seemed, for people and things far out of his reach. Jiang Cheng was an exceptional cultivator
who would one day spearhead the Yunmeng Jiang Sect. Huaisang technically had a claim to
being sect leader as well, but he wholeheartedly hoped that that day would never come. It
wouldn’t suit him, he knew. He couldn’t come close to the likes of Jiang Cheng.

 

They were decidedly not meant to be, fate already forewritten in the stars. Huaisang was an
idealist, but he wasn’t a fool. Whoever Jiang Cheng ended up with, it wouldn’t be Huaisang.

 

“I promise,” Jiang Cheng tried again.

 

"Go to sleep." Huaisang loosened Jiang Cheng's hair, undoing his braids and running his
fingers through the waves, moving down his back in slow, soothing motions.

 

"I'll remember..."

 

Huaisang pressed a kiss to his forehead. His lips were the softest thing Jiang Cheng had ever
felt. Even through the fog of alcohol clouding his mind, Jiang Cheng knew he wanted more
of that contact. He tipped his head up, but only managed to clumsily skim Huaisang's chin.
His eyes were sliding shut against his will.

 

"Goodnight, Jiang Wanyin."



 

 

 

Jiang Cheng woke up the next morning at dawn. He was alone, curled under his blanket,
holding a pillow to his chest. He blinked, trying to clear his head, wondering when he'd
managed to get back to his room, and how he’d miraculously escaped having a hangover. He
rubbed his eyes and went to go splash water on his face.

 

Class was the same as always. Wei Wuxian was his cheery self, enthusiastically flitting
around Lan Wangji like a butterfly, determined to make a crack in his stone facade. Lan
Wangji made a point to look away and ignore him. From the side, Jin Zixuan peered at them
with a vaguely displeased expression.

 

Huaisang sat by the window, fan in his hand, eyes unfocused, not even trying to hide that his
mind was blatantly elsewhere. Their gazes met for a second longer than usual. Jiang Cheng
felt the pressing need to tell him something, but he didn't know what on earth he wanted to
say. He was filled by the overwhelming sense that he was missing something important. He
felt the residual traces of vulnerability, like he'd given something about himself away. But if
he'd embarrassed himself last night, wouldn't Wei Wuxian be laughing at him right now,
making sure that he'd never live it down?

 

"Hey," he elbowed his brother. "What happened last night?"

 

"We drank," Wuxian shrugged in reply. "Like we always do. Why?" A grin slowly spread
across his face. "What did you do?"

 

"Nothing!" Jiang Cheng scowled defensively. Yet, the uneasy feeling in his stomach told him
otherwise.

 

"You definitely did something!" Wei Wuxian crowed at him. “Otherwise, you wouldn’t have
that look on your face!”

 



"I went to bed, that's what I did." That was the truth. Or at least, that was what he
remembered of the truth. He turned away, wanting to end the conversation. Luckily, Wei
Wuxian was much more enamored with pestering Lan Wangji, and let the subject drop.

He looked at Huaisang again. Huaisang smiled at him and looked away. Their moment,
whatever it had been, had passed.

 

It hurts, Jiang Cheng thought. When I look at him, it hurts. Why...?

 

"Huaisang," the name bubbled out of him before he could think further. What was it that he
wanted to say?

 

"Y-yes?" Huaisang blinked at him apprehensively. Somehow, he was regarding Jiang Cheng
differently. He seemed—nervous—like he had when they’d first met. Jiang Cheng felt
slighted. Weren’t they past that, now?

 

"Last night... for some reason, I…” he trailed off. “I have a strange feeling… did something
happen?”

 

Huaisang visibly relaxed. "I don’t know,” he lied. “I wasn't feeling too well, so I stayed in my
room all night. I think it was that last surprise exam... I'm still reeling..."

 

"Oh, is that so..." Jiang Cheng felt a wave of disappointment rush through him. "I see."

 

"Did you have fun at the party, Wanyin-xiong?"

 

"I—I can't remember,” he admitted. “I drank too much."

 

"Maybe that's for the best," Huaisang murmured so quietly behind his fan that Jiang Cheng
couldn't hear. He lowered it before speaking again. "Ah, be careful in the future, okay?"

 



From anyone else, Jiang Cheng would have glared and told them not to look down on him,
but from Huaisang it sounded so genuine and well-intentioned that all he could do was nod
mutely before reluctantly returning to his seat.

 

The restless feeling he had only worsened as the day wore on. Perhaps this was an aftereffect
of too much Emperor's Smile: A queasy stomach, an aching heart, lungs that felt like they
couldn't take in enough air no matter how hard he inhaled. Each time he swore he was on the
verge of remembering, his scattered memories of the previous night became a little more
vague, the details a little more blurry.

 

Maybe in all other aspects, he would never stop trying to beat Wei Wuxian, but Jiang Cheng
quietly vowed to never try and out-drink his brother ever again.

 



whoever said we couldn't have it all?

Chapter Summary

Memories may be unreliable, but secrets always have a way of revealing themselves,
one way or another.

Chapter Notes

huaisang you didn’t Really think you could get away with that shit did you?

See the end of the chapter for more notes

One month later, Wei Wuxian was throwing another party, clearly undeterred by the
punishment he’d received last time—Lan Qiren had come home to find all of his disciples
groaning, bent over and nursing hangovers, and he’d known immediately who was to blame.
Wei Wuxian, however, always rolled with the punches and was quick to recover. As soon as
another opportunity arose, he jumped on it, smuggling in jars of Emperor’s Smile and
spreading invitations as fast as wildfire.

 

Jiang Cheng stood to the side this time, determined not to repeat what had happened at the
last party his brother had hosted. He held one drink the entire time, taking the occasional sip,
but no more than that. He still couldn’t remember what had happened that night, or why he
felt so ill at ease every time Wei Wuxian brought it up, determined to needle the truth out of
Jiang Cheng.

 

“Tell me what happened!”

 

“I’ve said it a thousand times, I don’t remember! If I did, I would have gotten you to shut up
about it by now!”

 

For whatever reason, Huaisang was conspicuously absent from this one, a fact that Jiang
Cheng was painfully aware of. He was the only person that Jiang Cheng really talked to,
aside from his brother. Huaisang was different, though. In a way, he was more like Wei



Wuxian. His mild disposition made him approachable enough, and the books he’d snuck into
Gusu made him all the more popular. It wouldn’t be unlikely that his presence was wanted
elsewhere—except, well, just about all of the other disciples were here.

 

Even in a crowd of people, Jiang Cheng had noticed that Huaisang would somehow always
manage to find him, hang off of his arm, lean in and giggle about the latest gossip or
complain about the last exam. However, lately, Huaisang seemed constantly preoccupied with
something. The smiles he gave were tighter, and he glanced away too quickly. Jiang Cheng
felt a pang of hurt each time. He tried not to take it too personally, but that was quickly
proving difficult. He couldn’t help but wonder if he’d inadvertently done something to push
Huaisang away. But when Jiang Cheng had approached him the next morning, Huaisang had
told him that he’d stayed in his room all night. There was no way Jiang Cheng could have
even had the chance to cause any damage.

 

There was a buzz around the room, with students eager to let loose after a long day of
training. An hour in, Jiang Cheng found his eyes glazing over with boredom. It was no fun
being the only sober person in a room full of increasingly tipsy partygoers.

 

He stepped outside, intending on retiring for the night. It was almost fall, now, but summer
still lingered stubbornly. The air was still damp, although it wasn’t nearly as humid as it had
been just a few days prior. The moon shone high and bright, a pale yellow sliver in the sky.
He caught the scent of honeysuckle floating by as he walked. He paused. Something felt
strange, just then, a tenseness in the air. Anticipation settled around him, whispering in his
ear and coaxing him to remember.

 

Clarity struck, so suddenly out of the blue that it left Jiang Cheng spinning, reeling from the
influx of memories and the implications that they carried. That night, when he’d gotten so
plastered he could barely walk, how he’d mysteriously gotten home, how he’d been
miraculously fine the next morning—

 

Soft hands against his cheek, fingers in his hair—

 

A smile, a whispered confession—

 

The way he’d clung onto Huaisang without any reservations—the way Huaisang had held
him back, gently at first, then more fiercely, as if he felt that he would never get the chance to



do so again—

 

He remembered all of it, now. A muddy pool of emotions swirled within him. Before he
knew what he was doing, he had marched to Huaisang’s room and pounded on the door.

 

“Nie Huaisang!” He demanded as soon as Huaisang appeared. “What kind of a fool do you
think you’re making of me?!” His hands were trembling. As much as he would like to
pretend that he only felt anger, there was something else, too.

 

Huaisang stared up at him with wide eyes. “Wanyin-xiong? What’s wrong?”

 

“Did you really think I wouldn’t remember, eventually?! That you could say all of those
things and just expect me to forget?!”

 

Huaisang’s face drained of all color. “I—I…”

 

“Tell me,” Jiang Cheng hissed, “What the hell is going on in that head of yours.”

 

“I…” Huaisang faltered, unable to speak. “I don’t…”

 

“Did you regret it, afterward? Or…” Jiang Cheng clenched his teeth, trying to swallow down
his insecurity. “Has all of this been some kind of joke to you?”

 

“No!” Huaisang had grown indignant, voice rising. “Of course not! How could you think that
I would joke about something like that?”

 

“I’m not sure what to think, after the stunt that you pulled!” His heart hammered so loudly in
his chest it was painful.

 



Jiang Cheng’s shouts had attracted the attention of any nearby disciples, who now stood
frozen, staring at the two of them. Huaisang motioned for Jiang Cheng to step inside, and
closed the door behind him. For a moment, they just stared at each other. The air was tense.

 

Huaisang was the first to speak. “I’m sorry,” he murmured. “I acted out of my own insecurity.
I thought that what I was doing was for the best, but… all I ended up doing was hurting you.”
He reached out, fingers trembling as if he expected Jiang Cheng to swat his hand away, but
Jiang Cheng did no such thing. Even so, Huaisang didn’t dare to touch him. His hand fell
back to his side, and Jiang Cheng felt his heart twist.

 

An unspoken question still hung over the both of them.

 

“Do you still…” Jiang Cheng’s voice wavered. “Or…”

 

“Of course,” Huaisang’s voice was barely above a whisper. “I meant every word, then. It’s
always been you. It still is you.”

 

“Why didn’t you say anything, then? Why did you lie?”

 

Huaisang laughed a little. The sound came out bitter. “How could I have?” he asked. “What
was I supposed to do, come up to you the day after and ask if you remembered me baring my
heart out to you?”

 

“Yes! Especially since you knew how I felt!”

 

“You were drunk.”

 

“I meant every word that I said, too!”

 

“We’re not practical,” Huaisang murmured. “You know that.”



 

“That’s not your decision to make for me!” Jiang Cheng scowled, eyes narrowed. “I thought
that you, of all people, wouldn’t be bothered by that. You don’t care about what others
think!”

 

“This is different, though,” Huaisang answered.

 

“Why?”

 

Huaisang smiled sadly. “Because it involves you, and you do care.”

 

Jiang Cheng was effectively silenced. He wasn’t as shameless as Wei Wuxian, nor did he
have the gentle yet steady defiance of Nie Huaisang. Huaisang was right. He cared about the
opinions of others. There were expectations he had to live up to, roles that he had to fulfill.
Did that mean that he would always have his desires a palm’s width away, just out of reach?
Would he live out his life in that way?

 

He suddenly found himself tugging at Huaisang’s wrist. Huaisang fell forward in surprise. He
fit perfectly, tucked under Jiang Cheng’s chin.

 

“I care about you, too,” Jiang Cheng murmured into his hair. He’d always assumed that he
would have a political marriage, like his parents had, like his sister would have. He’d never
questioned this, really, and a small part of him thought that no one would agree without the
political motivations—why anyone would look at him in that way, otherwise. Until now, he’d
been fine with that.

 

Whether or not they were meant to be, what the people around them would think, all of that
faded into the background when compared to the idea of not being together at all. The idea of
not having Huaisang at all scared him infinitely more.

 

Shock kept Huaisang still. That night, he’d been able to hold his cards close to his chest, even
as he’d confessed. A part of him had wanted Jiang Cheng to remember, even as he’d said
otherwise, but the reality of having his feelings reciprocated overwhelmed him. I must be



dreaming, he thought, tears stinging his eyes. Slowly, with shaking hands, he was able to hold
Jiang Cheng in return, feeling how warm and solid he was.

 

“Can I ask why…?” Jiang Cheng trailed off.

 

“Why?” Huaisang repeated, confused.

 

“Why me?”

 

Huaisang’s laugh was soft and breathy. “How could it ever be anyone else?” He pulled back a
little, reaching for Jiang Cheng’s face. “Jiang Wanyin. You think I don’t notice?” His thumb
ran across the apple of Jiang Cheng’s cheek. “How you’re the first one on the training fields
and the last to leave? How, when everyone else is preoccupied with showing off on night
hunts, you stay with me to make sure I can hold my ground?”

 

Jiang Cheng’s breath caught.

 

“When we first arrived here,” Huaisang continued. “We went to the lake to go fishing, and
Wei-xiong thought it would be funny to push me over without knowing that I couldn’t
swim… it was shallow enough for me to stand, but you dove in after me without a second
thought.” His fingers moved to trace Jiang Cheng’s jaw, running down the line of his neck
and dropping down to his shoulder. Jiang Cheng could only gape at him as he continued.

 

“You’ve had my attention since we met,” he said quietly. “Since we were young. I remember
when you visited Qinghe and I told you I was jealous that you and Wei-xiong came as a pair.
After all, I grew up spending so much time alone. It seemed so grand that you always had
someone to be your side. You said to me that everyone else only ever saw him, but you’re the
one I can never look away from. You’re remarkable in every sense of the word.”

 

Jiang Cheng had no experience whatsoever with romance, and little in the way of an example
to guide him. Yet, even he knew that this was the moment to tilt Huaisang’s chin up and lean
down for a kiss, in the way that he hadn’t been able to that night. It was the gentlest press of
lips, sweet and lingering. Huaisang let out a small sigh when they parted, cheeks rosy, eyes
gazing up at Jiang Cheng in wonder.



 

“I never thought...” Huaisang whispered. “I mean, it didn’t even occur to me that you’d
ever…”

 

“You have my attention now,” Jiang Cheng told him. “You’re much more impressive than
you give yourself credit for. So don’t tell me that we’re impractical.”

 

Huaisang answered him with another soft kiss. Sudden cheers erupted from outside, and they
both turned towards the door, startled, but no one came to interrupt them.

 

“I wonder what’s going on,” Huaisang mused. The cluster of voices already seemed to be
moving farther away. A few moments later, the familiar sound of a firework bursting into the
sky answered his question.

 

“Old Man Lan really is going to kill him this time,” Jiang Cheng groaned. “And everyone
with him, too.”

 

“If you go back to your room now, you’ll be caught for breaking curfew.”

 

Jiang Cheng nodded wordlessly.

 

“You should stay here, instead.” He wore a tentative smile, blushing as he spoke.

 

Jiang Cheng reached for Huaisang’s hand and brought it to his lips. “I’d stay either way.”

 

The dorm beds in Gusu were only meant for one person, but both of them could fit if they
held each other close. Jiang Cheng settled easily into having Huaisang pressed against his
chest. He threaded his fingers through Huaisang’s hair, absentmindedly twirling the ends.

 



“Will you be too warm?” Huaisang asked, peeking up at him. He could feel the small exhales
Huaisang made against his skin.

 

It was still summer, but the night air had cooled some. A breeze drifted in through the
window.

 

“No,” Jiang Cheng answered. “I want to stay like this, until we fall asleep.” Just like that
night. Then, he frowned. “Don’t leave, this time.”

 

“I wouldn’t dream of it,” Huaisang replied, reaching for his hand and squeezing for emphasis
before shifting closer. “Goodnight, Jiang Wanyin.”

 

Jiang Cheng kissed his forehead. “Sleep well, Huaisang.”

 

Chapter End Notes

Thanks for reading! Find me on twitter

(Also don't worry I'm working on welcome to love ch2 still this was just sitting in my
drafts for forever)

https://twitter.com/amphigor1c


End Notes

Huaisang you really are too cruel（ ; ; ）
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